Student Engagement Guide

Over the extended school closure, keep your students engaged with DECA by integrating some of the activities below in your lesson plan for the coming week.

**Area Member of the Year**

**Applications Due 4/29**

Encourage students to nominate another member from your area for their commitment to DECA. The application only takes about 20 minutes to complete. Winners will be announced via social media.

Apply here: forms.gle/HsgtebJLoqvWNxx5A

**Challenge Week**

4/27 to 5/1

Next week, Washington DECA will be hosting five mini competitions. These challenges, listed below, can be quick activities for students to exercise their creativity and 21st century skills.

**Monday:** Write a 15 second rap about WA DECA

**Tuesday:** Make a 15 second sales pitch for an innovative way to use a paper clip

**Wednesday:** Show off one of your talents for 15 seconds

**Thursday:** Create a 15 second pitch for a business idea

**Friday:** Art Contest - What is TINO the DINO (from FLC) up to while he stays at home?

If students would like to compete, they can post their submission to their Instagram stories by 7pm and tag @WashingtonDECA. Winners will be recognized by 8pm on Instagram.

**Sponsor Video Challenge**

**Submissions Due 5/1**

In this contest, DECA students are invited to create a professional video between 1:30 to 2:30 explaining what Washington DECA is, the impact we have on students, and how sponsorships support our members. We encourage creativity and professionalism in your video as you talk about the DECA experience.

Learn more and apply here: www.wadeca.org/video-contest/

**Questions?** Email Area10President@wadeca.org